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Designing Quantum Dot Architectures and Surfaces for Light Emitting Diodes 
Iva Rreza 
 
 Quantum Dots (QD) have become a commercial reality for tunable displays and light-
emitting diodes. The Department of Energy believes further improvements in efficacy and 
stability will allow for widespread adoption of solid-state lighting in the United States. QD 
geometric and compositional architecture, crystal phase and surface chemistry are arguably some 
of the important aspects governing QD performance in these applications.  
Chapter I outlines the efforts of QD design, encapsulation and performance for phosphor 
converted, “on-chip” LEDs. Cadmium chalcogenide QDs with a quantum well geometry and ZnS 
encapsulation (CdS/CdSxSe1-x/CdS/ZnS) resist photoluminescence bleaching on chip under 
harsh accelerated ageing tests. Trends in device performance are linked primarily to success of 
ZnS passivation.  
Chapter II presents findings regarding crystal structure control (Zinc Blende vs Wurtzite) 
for CdX (X = S, Se) systems by focusing on crystal phase conversion. The ZB to W transition for 
CdX is shown to be size, material and surfactant dependent.  
Chapter III focuses on expanding the precursor compound library for CdSe with aryl 
substituted cyclic selenones (imidazole and pyrimidine-based compounds). These molecules are 
shown to react sluggishly at ZB synthetic conditions and that the rate is heavily influenced by 
compound sterics. 
Chapter IV presents the findings of a metal carboxylate displacement study on PbS NCs 
with various L-type ligands. Upon displacement and purification with N,N,N′,N′-
tetramethylethylene-1,2-diamine, tri-n-butylamine, and n-octylamine, oriented attachment occurs 
along the 100 plane and with bis(dimethylphosphino)ethane and tri-n-butylphosphine, attachment is 
suppressed. This difference allows for the study of ligand density dependent optical properties without 
the confounding attachment of nanocrystals in solution. A decreasing trend of time resolved 
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Chapter 1. Performance and Reliability of Spherical Quantum Well Quantum Dot 
Converters in Solid State Lighting.  
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Chapter 3. Expanding library of selenourea compounds with aryl substituted, dihydro 




Chapter 4. Inferring Surface-Property Relationships from Z-type Displacement of Lead 












Working towards obtaining a chemistry PhD, for me, has been an intense journey of 
discovery, both scientific and worldly. I have learned (i) how to become a synthetic materials 
chemist (ii) how to work with toxic chemicals (iii) how to think critically about scientific results 
(iv) that graduate students are workers (v) that academia as it stands currently is a business model 
and (v) that capitalism is not working. I have many people to thank for sharing this journey with 
me, teaching me an incredible deal along the way, and alleviating the strain of “discovery.”  
First, I would like to thank my research advisor, Prof. Jon S. Owen. In my opinion, he is 
perfectly encapsulated with a single word: “thorough.” He will take time from his day to discuss 
any and all experimental details and ideas at length, without hesitation, and oftentimes when you 
didn’t even know that you needed it. Every word, every detail, every slide title has to have a place 
and context for Jon. As such, his work is always well contextualized and thought out. This has 
taught me to agonize think carefully about my science and to value quality over quantity. 
I would like to thank my graduate committee members: Prof. Jack Norton, Dr. Michael 
Steigerwald, Prof. Rachel Austin, and Prof. Xavier Roy. I have taken and taught several of Jack’s 
classes during my time at Columbia. His knowledge and love of small molecule chemistry as well 
as his care for students is impressive. Dr. Steigerwald is an all-around brilliant person and 
inspiration. I wish I spent more time talking to him. Thank you for laying the foundational 
synthetic work for quantum dots. I would like to thank Prof. Rachel Austin and Prof. Xavier Roy 
as well for taking the time to read my thesis and serving on my committee. I really appreciate it.  
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 Now, the Owen group, past and present. I joined the Owen lab in, arguably, one the most 
chaotic times of the lab’s history, right before Jon’s tenure application. As this point, several 
people were furiously working to finish and submit publications, Jon was on a tenure tour 
throughout the country, and as I recall, there was a wedding and baby on the way. Nonetheless, 
everyone was welcoming and willing to help. I have to thank Mark Hendricks and Zack Norman 
for patiently teaching me the basics. From Mark, I learned about the kinetics of nanocrystal 
formation and the importance of precursor rate control. Zack taught me about field effect 
transistors, the pros and cons of the American justice system and asteroid mining. I also inherited 
Zack’s hood, conveniently located above the thiol cabinet in our lab, and got to work freely there 
during my first year while Zack was writing. This brings me to the next person deserving of my 
gratitude, Alexander Beecher. Thank you for cleaning out that noxious cabinet and catering to my 
extra-sensitive sense of smell. I’m sorry that led to the TMS-sulfide evacuation. Thank you also 
for working with me on regenerating 50L of sieves for the solvent system. 
 To Peter Chen, Michael Campos and Leslie Hamachi, thank you for being alongside in the 
trenches with me. Peter, I really admire your positive attitude and perseverance. Campos, thank 
you for teaching me valuable synthetic tips and tricks including how to effectively place lab 
supplies where no one else can see them ;). Leslie, I admire your persistence and work ethic.  
 To the person that has shared the grad school experience with me the longest, Trevor Hull, 
thank you for being an amazing person and friend. Your humor and your need to see justice in 
the world is infectious. The graduate student union had a valuable advocator in you. You will go 
on to do great things. 
 I would like to thank the younger generation of fools Owenites for making the last few 
years of my PhD more pleasant and bearable. Matthew Greenberg, I don’t think I will ever stop 
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laughing at your jokes. (Just don’t keep repeating the same ones.) You’re almost at the finish line. 
Keep going. Brandon McMurtry, you’ve been a great glovebox partner, desk-mate, and all-around 
lab-mate. Ellie Bennett, keep being yourself. You get it. The world needs more people like you. 
Good luck with your last two years and with your next steps. Natalie Saenz, try to stay sane as you 
pass the half-way mark; it will eventually end.  
 To the postdocs of the Owen lab, you have all been a pleasure to work with. Dr. Ilan Jen-
La Plante and Tavi Semonin are some of the most level-headed and pleasant people I have ever 
met. I hope our paths cross again soon in the future. To Dr. Jonathan De Roo, you beautiful, 
brilliant, sassy creature. You are a longtime friend. You will be a great professor. Dr. Anindya 
Swarnakar, when are you going to lay down a Country Roads cover album? Hopefully soon.  
 I would like to also thank my friends in the department with whom I’ve shared many a 
drinks and conversations. I hope we continue to share memories.   
 To my chemistry soulmate, Stephanie Laga, who will be finishing her chemistry PhD at 
Yale in the upcoming year, here’s to the next chapter of our lives. Few people understand my 
journey as you do and I will miss you very much.  
Last but not least, I would like to thank my mom, dad and my sister Viola. You are my 
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1.1.1 The advantages of Quantum Dots in Solid State Lighting 
To push the boundaries of efficacy and cost in solid state lighting (SSL), narrow band red 
emitting down conversion phosphors must be improved. These materials are critical to both the 
color rendering index (CRI) and luminous efficacy of radiation (LER) of phosphor converted light 
emitting diodes (pc-LEDs). Improvements in these performance parameters will have a significant 
impact on the adoption of SSL in retail, office, and home lighting applications.1 Quantum Dots 
(QDs) are widely acknowledged as a cost-effective front-runner among developing 
downconverters because they emit narrow band luminescence that is tunable across the visible 
spectrum, absorb blue light readily due to their high absorption cross-section in the blue color 
region and can achieve high photoluminescence quantum yields and with a narrow 
photoluminescence full with at half maximum (fwhm < 30nm). QDs deposited on LED chips have 
been shown to improve the luminous efficacy of commercial LED packages by 5–18% in devices 
with high CRI (90).2 Even greater improvements in the LER are possible if the emission spectral 
linewidth and photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) can be improved. 
 
1.1.2 Challenges in implementing Quantum Dots “on-chip” 
 
QD performance suffers in the demanding environment found on LED packages (“on 
chip”), which has proven a significant stumbling block to their adoption. The extreme light fluxes 
(up to 150 W/cm2) and high temperatures (up to 150˚C) of high-power commercial lighting 
applications cause photochemical instability of most LED components – including the silicone 
encapsulants, conventional phosphors, or QDs – which decreases LED operating lifetime.3 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of LED configuration. On the right is a picture of an LED chip tested for this study. 
 
 
1.1.3 Spherical Quantum Wells (CdS/CdSxSe1-x/CdS) 
QD architectures can be optimized to achieve higher levels of performance as 
downconverters in SSL and lasing. Two characteristics of interest include structures that mitigate 
strain, such as nanoplatelets, or spherical quantum wells, and the minimization of Auger 
recombination in giant shell QDs and graded alloys. QDs with a spherical quantum wells structure 
based on a CdS/CdSe/CdS, core/shell/shell architecture were recently demonstrated that achieve 
near unity quantum yields.4 (Figure 1.2). By growing a thin CdSe layer in between a CdS NC core 
and outer CdS shell, the outer CdS shell thickness can be increased without inducing misfit defects 
that reduce the PLQY of conventional “giant-shell” QDs.5 Interfacial alloying between the 
CdSe/CdS layer is another strategy that is thought to reduce Auger recombination and increase 
PLQY.6 Slowing the Auger recombination kinetics, is of interest for improving the performance 
of QDs under the intense illumination on LED packages. We sought to evaluate these 




Figure 1.2 Schematic illustration (a) and energy band diagram (b) of spherical quantum well particles 
shelled with ZnS. 
1.2 Screening CdS/CdSxSe1-x/CdS using thio and selenourea compounds 
With the help of automated high throughput synthesis instruments (namely the 
Workstation for Automated Nanomaterials Discovery and Analysis - WANDA at Lawrence 
Berkeley National Lab), we have surveyed the structure of CdS/CdSe/CdS QD architectures 
(Figure 1.3). Using pairs of thio- and selenoureas with tailored conversion reactivity we prepare 
luminescent cores with controlled dimensions in a single synthetic step. These are then shelled to 
determine the influence of the shell dimensions on the PLQY and on chip performance. 
CdS/CdSe core-shell QDs were synthesized in a single reaction vessel using pairs of thio- and 
selenoureas according to our recent report.7   
Depending on the relative reactivity abrupt core-shell or graded alloy architectures could 
be obtained. Over 200 precursor combinations were surveyed using a high throughput robotic 
platform. Precursors, concentrations, reaction temperatures, reaction times, and surfactants were 
targeted that produce CdS/CdSe core/shell heterostructures, (we refer to these as ‘core’ 
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nanocrystals throughout). Fig. 1.3 shows the photoluminescence wavelength maximum and fwhm 
of aliquots taken during the synthesis of CdS/CdSe cores. A wide range of wavelengths and 
linewidths are observed that span the visible spectrum and are typical of QDs derived from 
CdS/CdSe heterostructures and alloys. In many cases, the broad photoluminescence features 




Figure 1.3 A summary of WANDA reactions for optimizing the CdS@CdSxSe1-x heterostructures, where 
emission wavelength and FWHM of the products are plotted. All the aliquots of the reactions are plotted 
above, where each dot is one aliquot from one reaction, and the color of the symbols represents the time at 




















CU001 CdS/CdSe/CdS ~10 Est. 2.5 Est. 1 ~2.9 623 36 72 
CU002 CdS/CdSe/CdS 19.1 Est. 2.5 Est. 1 ~14.9 625 32 88 
CU003 CdS/CdSe/CdS 16 Est. 2.5 Est. 1 5.9 642 42 84 
CU004 CdS/CdSe/CdS 9.4 <2.5nm <1nm 3.1 619 41 81 
CU005 CdS/CdS0.1CdSe0.9/CdS 10.3 2.2 1 2.95 633 39 64 
CU006 CdS/CdSe/CdS/ZnS 8.5 1.7 0.25 1.6 544 41 80 
CU007 CdS/CdS0.2CdSe0.8/CdS 9.7 2.3 1 2.7 627 41 86 
CU008 CdS/CdS0.1CdSe0.9/CdS 9 2.3 0.85 2.5 620 43 78 
CU009 CdS/CdS0.1CdSe0.9/CdS 12 2.3 0.85 4 627 43 83 
CU010 CdS/CdS0.1CdSe0.9/CdS 14.5 2.3 0.85 5.25 635 41 75 
CU011 CdS/CdS0.1CdSe0.9/CdS 18.2 2.3 0.85 7.1 636 46 42 
CU012a CdS/CdSe/CdS 6.2 <2.5nm <1nm 1.5 600 40 62 
CU012b CdS/CdSe/CdS 8.8 <2.5nm <1nm 2.8 608 39 83 
CU012c CdS/CdSe/CdS 10.9 <2.5nm <1nm 3.9 611 42 81 
CU013 CdS/CdS0.1CdSe0.9/CdS 13.2 3.3 0.35 3.3 625 51 76 
CU014 CdS/CdS0.1CdSe0.9/CdS 15.8 4.3 <1nm 5.7 630 39 38 
 
Table 1.1 Summary of quantum samples (abrupt and alloyed interfaces) that underwent reliability 
measurements. 
Syntheses that provide narrow emission linewidths in the green and yellow spectral regions 
(540–575nm) were selected for shelling with CdS using our previously reported syringe pump 
method.7 (Scheme 1.1) Addition of a CdS shell was achieved by slow addition of a cadmium and 
surfactant mixture into a solution of crude ‘core’ nanocrystal synthesis mixture heated to 290°C. 
Growth of the shell leads to a steady red shift of the luminescence band and an increase in the 
photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) to 75–90%; thicker CdS shells achieve higher PLQY 








Scheme 1.1 General synthetic procedure for quantum wells using rate control with thione and selenone 
precursors. The heterostructures are synthesized in two steps: 1) one-pot single injection to synthesize the 




1.3 Crystal Phase Conversion: Zinc Blende CdS/CdSe to Wurtzite CdS/CdSe/CdS 
During shell growth, a change from zincblende to a wurtzite crystal structure occurs as can 
be seen with powder X-ray diffraction. Both the high temperature and the presence of tri-n-
octylphosphine are required to cause the phase change.  Without these components, shell growth 
continues to a little more than 6 nm in size, after which the QDs undergo irreversible aggregation. 
An octahedral crystal habit is preferred as the QDs exceed ~16nm in total length along the 
diagonal (Fig. 1.4). Since n-gons with n>4 are not present for these larger sizes and the main 2D 







Figure 1.4 a) Stacked Power X-ray Diffraction spectra showing phase conversion from Zinc Blende to 
Wurtzite after depositing outer CdS shell layer in quantum wells. b) TEM images of CU012a (d~ 6nm), 
CU012b (d~ 9nm), CU012c (d~ 11nm), CU003 (d~ 16nm) and CU002 (d~ 19nm) showing evolution of 





1.4 ZnS Shelling  
Coating nanocrystals with higher band gap inorganic materials to make core-shell particles 
(e.g. CdSe/CdS, CdSe/ZnS, CdSe/ZnSe, CdS/CdSe/CdS) has been shown to improve 
photoluminescence quantum yields by passivating surface nonradiative recombination sites.9–12 
Energetically confining the band gap of the core within the band gap of the shell also confines the 
photogenerated electrons and holes mainly within core. This is especially important for phosphor-
converting LEDs where the efficiency of the down-conversion process (i.e. efficiency of blue light 
absorption and red/green light emission) dictates the overall efficiency of the LED.  
To improve particle photostability on chip, the QDs are shelled with an insulating layer of 
ZnS prior to barrier layer encapsulation and dispersal in silicones (Fig 1.2). ZnS shelling causes a 
decrease in the PLQY of up to ~30% in solution, which worsens as the QD size increases (Fig. 
1.6). Furthermore, Figure 1.11 shows a somewhat patchy and non-uniform ZnS deposition, and 
larger SQW sizes are prone to increased aggregation after deposition. This aggregation as a 
function of size tracks with decreasing room temperature PLQY. (Table 1.1, Fig 1.6) Although 
non-uniform, the ZnS deposition does appear to be epitaxial, as evidenced by coherent lattice 
planes along the length of the entire particle (i.e. along the SQW particles that appear with darker 






Figure 1.5 HRTEM images of CU005 after ZnS shelling showing epitaxial growth. 
 
 
Figure 1.6 The relationship between PLQY (%) and CdS shell thickness before (blue data points) and after 
ZnS shelling (green). See Jeong, B. G. et al. ACS Nano 2016, 10, 9297 for reference. 
Photoluminescence decay times in solution for samples with ZnS shells are ~1-4 times 
longer than those prior to ZnS deposition. (Fig. 1.7) Typical tavg value for the starting type II 
CdS/CdSxSe1-x structures are ~50ns compared to ~25 ns for type I CdSe/CdS. As CdS deposits 
unto CdS/CdSxSe1-x or as the electron begins to delocalize throughout the whole particle, tavg 
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should decrease due to increased overlap between carriers that were previously confined to 
separate materials. As the particle size increases, however, this overlap decreases, leading to an 
increase in tavg. Our data also displays a increasing overall trend of PL lifetime vs particle 
dimension. (Fig. 1.7) The significant increase in solution lifetime with ZnS deposition prior to 
encapsulation and device incorporation may be an indication of the ZnS patches acting as temporary 
carrier traps. It is well accepted that carrier transfer to surface traps constitutes the major deviation 
of exciton decay from normal decay processes, i.e. delayed photoluminescence.13 This can result 
in observed PL lifetimes of up to 2 µs. 
 
 
Figure 1.7 Room Temperature Solution PL lifetime values as a function of total particle diameter (CdS shell 
only). Orange data points represent lifetime values of SQWs prior to ZnS and blue data point after ZnS 





1.5 ZnS shelling drastically improves QD thermal quenching  
The drastic benefit of ZnS shelling can also be seen from the temperature dependent 
PLQY. ZnS passivation prevents catastrophic depreciation of PLQY. In addition, the PLQY 
depreciation is <50% at 100°C, a very demanding operating temperature, and the solid state QY 
at close to RT is similar to the RT solution QY (Fig. 1.9, 1.6). 
 
 
Figure 1.8 Photoluminescence Quantum Yield as a function of Temperature shown for sample CU012a 
under various sample modifications: ZnS shell deposition (orange trace), standard sample brightening in 




Figure 1.9 Collective Temperature Dependence plot for representative quantum well samples. All 
measurements shown were done on samples that underwent ZnS deposition and sample brightening. 
 
Figure 1.10 PLQY values at 120°C as measured for the temperature dependence ageing test vs particle 
volume for abrupt and alloyed quantum wells. Dashed black line included as a guide to the eye.  
A clear non-linear particle volume dependence of PLQY at 120°C from the temperature-
dependent PLQY curves. (Fig. 1.10) Since ZnS drastically affects the temperature dependence on 



























deposition. Nevertheless, it appears that ZnS deposition is one of the main indicators of 
performance and will require future optimization.  
 
Figure 1.11 TEM images of CU samples after ZnS shelling. It appears that larger samples (left to right) 
exhibit higher levels of aggregation after shelling.  
 
 
1.6 “On-chip” Incorporation of SQWs and accelerated ageing tests 
Nonetheless, accelerated ageing tests, including Hot Temperature Operating Lifetime 
(HTOL), Wet Hot Temperature Operating Lifetime (WHTOL), were measured on QDs 
encapsulated in silicones and deposited on 1mm2 mid-power SSL packages emitting at 450 nm. 
The HTOL and WHTOL tests utilize drive currents between 65–240mA at elevated temperature 
(85–100°C) to the on-chip device (i.e. quantum dots in a silicone matrix deposited on top of a 
blue LED, See Fig. 1.1) at ambient (<5% RH – relative humidity) and elevated humidity (85% 
RH) respectively.  the temperature dependence of PLQY was measured on QDs encapsulated in 
silicones and deposited on LEDs, and as well as by heating a quantum dot slurry on a glass slide 




Figure 1.12 High Temperature Operating Lifetime (HTOL) plot (100°C, <5% RH, 240mA) for CU012a-c 
CdS shell thickness series with and without ZnS passivation.  
 
Figure 1.13 Wet High Temperature Operating Lifetime (WHTOL) plot (85°C, 85% RH, 65mA) for CU012a-
c CdS shell thickness series compared to an industry standard. 
Results of these tests are shown in Fig 1.9, 1.12, 1.13. We monitor the relative 
photoluminescence intensity during continuous operation over more than 1000 hrs. Without a 
ZnS shell, the optical output is 3-5 times less intense and decays almost entirely within 500 hrs. 
(Fig. 1.12) Under humid conditions, the decay is even more rapid.  Despite the solution QY 
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depreciation upon ZnS coating discussed in section 1.5, a ZnS shell prevents immediate QY loss 
under blue LED illumination and stabilizes any decrease in output. Eventually, the optical output 
plateaus at some value for each sample and maintains that value for several hundred hours. (Fig. 
12) In addition, the fraction of the initial QY retained at 1000 hrs can be as good as >50% (Fig. 
13).  
A systematic increase in the biexciton quantum yields (BXQY) for samples with abrupt 
wells and increasing sizes of outer CdS shells (CU012a-c, Fig. 1.14) indicates reduced Auger 
dynamics. However, these effects do not translate to increased down conversion performance. 
(Fig. 1.13) Comparing the performance of ZnS-shelled samples only, there is no obvious 
advantage of the alloyed quantum wells over abrupt ones.  
 
Figure 1.14 Antibunching correlation plots of CU012a,b,c integrated to calculate the BXQY/QY ratio. An 
increase in Biexciton Quantum Yield (BXQY) with increasing shell thickness is seen. Single particles were 
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confirmed using time gating. Central peak in the 6 and 9 nm samples is mostly due to the breakdown flash of 
the single photon avalanche diode detectors. 
The WHTOL test is most challenging ageing test towards quantum dot survivability since 
the possibility of QD bleaching is high. Bleaching of down-converted light output under these 
conditions is often coincident with spectral shifts to the blue followed by an increase in the output 
of blue light from the devices. This is particularly strong evidence for chemical corrosion of the 
particles since few mechanisms other than particle dissolution would result in greater blue light 
output. In other words, high-temperature accelerated ageing under high humidity is a “chemical 
stability challenge.” Effective ZnS over-coating has proven to be the most important factor 
determining particle survivability. Incredibly, sample CU012a, the only sample with improved 
passivation upon ZnS deposition (i. e. higher QY) is equally if not more robust than a state-of-
the-art industrial quantum dot sample as seen from WHTOL measurements. (Fig. 1.13) It is 
initially less bright but shows less PLQY depreciation over the same range of time, over 600 hrs. 
 
1.7 Conclusions 
 We synthesize amber and red spherical quantum well structures CdS/CdSxSe1-x/CdS with 
varying CdS shell thickness, alloyed interfaces and inner CdS dimensions. We test the down 
converting efficiency of these structures in on-chip, down-converting LEDs. We find that ZnS 
deposition is the most important factor predicting QD survivability and device reliability.
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1.8 Experimental Details 
1.8.1 General Considerations. All reactions were run using standard air-free techniques and 
purification was done in air.   
Chemicals. Toluene (99.5%), methyl acetate (99%), hexanes (98.5%), acetone (99.8%), 
tetramethylthiourea (98%), triethyl orthoformate (98%), trifluoroacetic anhydride (99%), tri-
fluoroacetic acid (99%), oleic acid (99%) and selenium powder -100 mesh (99.99%) were obtained 
from Sigma Aldrich and used without purification. Cadmium oxide (99.99%) was obtained from 
Strem and used without further purification. 1-octadecene (90%) and tetraethylene glycol dimethyl 
ether (“tetraglyme”, 99%) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich, stirred with calcium hydride 
overnight, and distilled prior to use.  
Instrumentation. UV−Vis spectra were obtained using a PerkinElmer Lambda 950 
spectrophotometer equipped with deuterium and halogen lamps. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
was measured on a PANalytical X'Pert Powder X-ray diffractometer. Photoluminescence 
measurements were performed using a Fluoromax 4 from Horiba Scientific, and 
photoluminescence quantum yields were determined using a quanta-phi integrating sphere 
accessory according to a previously described procedure.14 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
was done using an FEI Talos F200X instrument. 
 
Precursor and Spherical Quantum Well synthesis. Cadmium oleate, 1,3-diphenylimidazolidene-2-
selenone, N-hexyl-N’-dodecylthiourea, 1,3-diethylimidazolidene-2-thione, CdS/CdSe particles 
with lem = 554nm and CdS/CdSe/CdS particles were synthesized and purified with previously 




Biexciton Quantum Yield Measurements. Single particle measurements were made on a time 
correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) Picoquant Microtime200 confocal fluorescence 
microscope using Symphotime64 software. Samples were excited using a 405nm pulsed laser with 
tunable rep rate. Photoluminescence was collected through a 100x objective, past a dichroic 
mirror, and through a 50 µm pinhole before being split onto two silicon single photon avalanche 
diodes via a 50/50 beam splitting cube. Photon arrival times after the laser pulse were 
histogrammed to form PL lifetime decays. Photon arrival times since the experiment start were 
cross-correlated between the two detectors to form antibunching curves. 
 
1.8.2 Encapsulation and accelerated ageing tests. Silicone slurry mixtures with spherical 
quantum wells were cured on LED chips (1000mm3 30/30 packages). For HTOL tests, the LEDs 
are run with a driving current of either 240mA or 480mA at 100°C and ambient humidity (<5% 
RH – relative humidity). For WHTOL tests, the LEDs are run with a driving current of 65mA at 
85°C and 85 % RH. The thermal quenching profiles are obtained by heating a glass slide of 
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2.1 Introduction 
Crystal phase is an important design parameter for tuning nanocrystal structure and optical 
properties. For II-IV systems (e.g CdS, CdSe, CdTe), crystal phase dictates overall particle 
geometry and faceting.1 At ambient pressure and temperature, these systems exist either in the 
cubic, Zinc Blende (ZB) or hexagonal, Wurtzite crystal phase (W) which vary in unit cell length 
and symmetry (a=b=c for ZB and a=b¹c for W). The inherent anisotropy of the W unit cell 
results in anisotropic nanoparticle shapes,1–7 while ZB structures are mostly symmetric.8 
Anisotropy of faceting,9 ligand binding, and light interaction10,11 are also immanent properties of 
W nanocrystals.  
Synthesizing phase-pure nanocrystals remains an important and non-trivial effort.12,13  
Owing to the small energy difference between the two crystal-phases (<20meV per atom),14 
nanocrystal synthetic preps often yield polytypic structures (i.e. contain both ZB and W crystal 
phase)15,16 with prominent stacking faults. An increase in stacking fault density has also been 
shown to reduce optical emission for CdSe/CdS nanorods.17 As with most nanocrystal properties, 
crystal phase evolution is size-dependent. To fully realize their size-dependent properties, NCs 
should not only be monodisperse in size but also crystal structure (i.e. single-crystalline).  
         
Figure 2.1 Structural model of 
Wurtzite (left) and Zinc Blende 
(right) crystal structures of binary 
semiconductors. 
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Understanding the conditions for crystal phase conversion aids the development of 
synthetic preps for phase-pure nanostructures. For example, Mahler et al find that CdSe/CdS 
nanocrystals grown by the successive ion layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) prep with ZB 
CdSe cores are polytypic, and the extent of polytypism depends on the initial size of CdSe.15 They 
attribute this effect to a partial crystal phase conversion of ZB CdSe cores in the presence of 
straight-chain amines at 200°C. The extent of this phase conversion varies with the size of the 
CdSe core. Eliminating the straight-chain amine or lowering the temperature of the shelling 
procedure both effectively preserve a high-purity ZB phase.12 On the other hand, increasing 
straight-chain amine concentration favors an increasing W crystalline fraction. Although there are 
defining synthetic features that favor either crystal structure for nanomaterials (Table 2.1), 
developing facile crystal phase conversion preps adds another layer of synthetic flexibility towards 
controlling the crystal phases of II-VI systems and predicting the resulting phase purity (i.e. 
relative polytypism) of existing or future preps. Furthermore, precise structure-function 
relationships can only be established with precise control over structure. 
 
Table 2.1 Common synthetic conditions for CdX Nanocrystals. (TOP = tri-n-octylphosphine, TOPO = tri-
n-octylphosphineoxide). 6,16,18,19,20,21–23 
Ultimate Crystal Structure ZB Polytypic or W 
Synthesis Heat up, hot injection Hot injection 
Temperature (°C) 210-260 280-370 
Cd surfactant Cd carboxylate Cd phosphonate 
chalcogen chalcogen powder TOP=X 
phosphine -- TOP 
solvent octadecene TOPO 
   
 
2.2 Crystal Phase Conversion: ZB CdS/CdSe to Wurtzite CdS/CdSe/CdS, structures 
synthesized for SSL project (Chapter I) 
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 As mentioned in Chapter I, a crystal phase conversion (ZB to W) was observed during the 
shell growth of the outer CdS layer for CdS/CdSe/CdS spherical quantum wells (Figure 2.2). The 
shelling prep for this outer layer was modified from the standard ZB shelling prep developed in 
the Owen lab (see Table 2.3) to maintain the solubility of particles over 6nm in diameter (refer to 
Fig 2.xx). Incidentally, these synthetic changes are responsible for crystal transformation, and in 
their absence, the QDs undergo irreversible aggregation at >6nm in diameter and remain ZB. 
These differences are discussed in more detail in section 2.5. 
 Figure 2.2 shows the generality of the crystal phase conversion with the shelling procedure 
discussed above. The stacked PXRD spectra represent three quantum well samples varying in 
overall size (6.2-19nm), shell thickness (1.5-14.9nm) and shell growth time (2hr->24hr). (Refer to 
more detailed sample descriptions in Table 2.3) The distinctive peaks between 30-40° and 44°-52° 
along with the three-peak feature at ~27° unequivocally suggest a majority W crystal fraction.16 
However, the intensity of these peaks in relation to neighboring peaks varies among the three 
structures and the diffraction patterns seem to be a combination of pure ZB and W patterns. 
Others have attributed these mixed diffraction patterns to polytypic samples,16 (See Figure 2.11 
for the effect of stacking faults on resulting diffraction patterns) suggesting, in our case, relatively 
slow crystal phase conversion. Studies are underway to model the crystal phase fraction with pair 
distribution function analysis (PDF).  
 















CU012a CdS/CdSe/CdS 6.2 <2.5nm <1nm 1.5 600 40 62 
CU012b CdS/CdSe/CdS 8.8 <2.5nm <1nm 2.8 608 39 83 
CU002 CdS/CdSe/CdS 19.1 Est. 2.5 Est. 1 ~14.9 625 32 88 
“cores” CdS/CdSe 2.9 <2.5nm <1nm -- 552 35 <10% 
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We can make a few more general observations for this series that agree with literature 
PXRD spectra for core shell CdX nanocrystals: 1) diffraction peaks shift to higher 2q values with 
increasing CdS content and 2) peak width increases with decreasing size. (see Fig. X) It has also 
been noted before that XRD patterns of heterostructures lie somewhere between the 2q values 
inherent to the pure CdS and CdSe respective phases.24,25,26 The extent to which the peaks veer 
towards pure CdS or CdSe depends on the composition. It is also important to note that 
diffraction patterns do not distinguish between various types of heterostructures (i.e. alloy vs core-
shell).24 The second observation comes directly from the Scherrer formula that establishes an 
inverse relationship between crystallite size and FWHM of diffraction peaks.27 The calculated 
FWHM of the XRD peak at ~44° for the samples shown below are 0.83°, 1.21° and 1.81° for 
CU002, CU012b and CU012a respectively which tracks with decreasing crystal size. 
 
2.3 Confirmation of ZB crystal phase for heterostructures synthesized at 240°C. 
The Owen lab has developed a general synthetic platform for CdX (X = S, Se) with thio 
and selonoureas that yields ZB structures. It has been optimized as a hot injection synthesis at 
240°C. Similar to typical literature ZB synthetic conditions (Table 2.1), it also utilizes Cd(O2CR) 
(R= C17H33 – oleate) as a Cd precursor/surface ligand, octadecene as the reaction solvent and is 
carried out in the absence of phosphine. I have confirmed that a variety of heterostructures 
synthesized with these conditions retain the ZB phase (Figure 2.15). This observation further 
confirms that the the crystal phase conversion of CdS/CdSe/CdS is caused by the modified outer 
CdS shelling procedure. Furthermore, obtaining W structures from this platform is logistically 
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challenging. For one, the Cd carboxylate salts are unstable at >240°C without a high excess of 
surfactant, and no suitable injection solvent has been found that is both high boiling and polar 
enough to dissolve the chalcogenourea compounds. For example, tri-n-octylphosphine oxide 
(TOPO), commonly used as solvent for W syntheses, does not dissolve the chalcogen precursors 
and cannot be used as an injection solvent. High boiling glymes are also unsuitable as they 




Figure 2.2 Stacked PXRD spectra of spherical quantum well samples (CdS/CdSe/CdS) that underwent 
phase conversion to W after outer CdS shelling. Bulk ZB and W CdSe and CdS spectra included for 
reference.  
 
2.4 A note about collecting Powder X-ray Diffraction patterns of small nanocrystals 
Due to the high surface area/volume ratio of NCs, the surface fatty acid ligands render 
most NC products waxy or goopy upon purification and isolation. This is inconvenient for PXRD 
sample preparation since it’s difficult to spread on a diffraction plate (e.g. SiO2 substrate) and to 
recover the sample after measurement. Typical, small scale NC rxns after purification also yield 
only enough product for a single measurement (~20-30mg, whereas UV-Vis samples need <1mg). 
Only large particles (>15nm - which are difficult to purify due to the large surfactant concentration 
needed to keep them soluble) dry to powders after purification. Nevertheless, smearing a few 
spatula-tips or drop casting a very concentrated solution of material unto the center of the 
substrate and collecting sufficient data points (~4000) at small scan step size and large time/step 
(~0.13/200, ~1hr total) yields distinguishable spectra for most NCs with D≿2nm.  
For D≾2nm, crystal phase can be determined from steady-state absorption. At these sizes, 
broad diffraction peaks blur out the defining features of the two crystal phases, and powder 
diffraction spectra become almost indistinguishable. Interestingly, steady-state absorption 
spectroscopy reveals a crystal phase-specific transition (E1 peak) at high energy (labs = 200-300nm, 
4.1-6.2 eV) upon graphing the absorption spectrum in energy space (i.e. performing a Jacobian 
transformation, see Figure 2.13 for an overview).28 This peak is, for the most part, obscured in 
literature spectra as the majority of spectra are collected strictly in the visible range (l = 300-
800nm, 1.5-4.1 eV). We utilize this method below to corroborate crystal phase with single-
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component structures (CdSe or CdS). The E1 regions for CdS are 5.4 ev-ZB, 5.6 eV-W) and for 
CdSe are 4.7-4.95eV-ZB and 5.1eV-W. This method is not useful, however, for heterostructures 
since the location of the E1 peak is convoluted by the relative composition (%Se or %S). 
 
2.5 Isolating parameters of phase conversion in spherical quantum well prep 
 The CdS/CdSe/CdS particles referenced in this chapter are synthesized by a slow syringe 
pump addition of Cd and S monomers, and tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP), into a solution of 
CdS/CdSe cores at 290°C in octadecene (See Scheme 1.1). Table 2.3 lists the synthetic details of 
this prep along with the standard Owen shelling prep that yields ZB CdS/CdSe/CdS (Figure 2.12). 
The syringe pump injection speeds were calibrated to avoid the nucleation of shelling material and 
are similar for both methods. The choice of 2-hexyldecanoic acid for the shelling procedure that 
yield W structures was to facilitate nanoparticle solubility.29 It is clear otherwise that the main 
differing features are the shelling temperature and addition of phosphine. Note that TOP is 
commonly used in W synthetic preps, but not ZB ones. (Table 2.1) Its effect towards influencing 
a W crystal habit is not well understood.  
 
Table 2.3 Shelling conditions for depositing outer CdS layer for final ZB or W CdS/CdSe/CdS. 
 
Ultimate Crystal Structure ZB Polytypic or W 
Method of shelling Syringe pump Syringe pump 
Injection Speed 1-5ml/hr 3-7ml/hr 
Cd surfactant Cd(oleate)2 Cd(oleate)2 
Acid Oleic acid 2-hexyldecanoic 
thiourea tetramethyl tetramethyl 
phosphine -- TOP 
solvent ODE ODE 




 One possibility is that the CdS/CdSe cores are simply undergoing a gradual crystal 
transformation ZB to W due to the elevated shelling temperature. The outer CdS is then deposited 
on a polytypic particle. To test this hypothesis, a solution of 2.9 nm CdS/CdSe NCs in octadecene 
was heated at 290°C. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the effect of temperature over 16hrs. For one, there 
is minimal if any phase conversion within the span of 1.5 hrs, thereby ruling out any significant 
conversion prior to setting up the syringe pump shelling. At 16 hrs, there is some evidence of 
conversion (peak between 30° and 40° and between 40° and 50° 2q), but spectra appear polytypic 
and the conversion is slow. Given that there is evidence of W formation in as little as 2 hr of 
shelling at 290°C (CU12a, Figure 2.2), it is likely that temperature alone is not responsible for the 
extent of conversion observed. In other words, temperature certainly promotes phase conversion, 
but is not solely responsible in this case. In addition, there is evidence of Ostwald ripening (i.e. 




Figure 2.3 Monitoring the crystal phase evolution of ZB CdS/CdSe particles heated at 290C (ODE) with a) 
PXRD and B) UV-Vis. 
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 The next possibility is that the excess TOP could somehow bind to the surface and induce 
rearrangement. Presumably, the ligand exchange with Cd(oleate)2 at 290°C is rapid and favors free 
ligand, thereby allowing facile TOP binding. To test this idea, a solution of 2.9 nm CdS/CdSe 
NCs in octadecene was heated at 290°C with excess TOP (corresponding to the amount of TOP 
that would have been deposited after 2 hr). This time, there is some W phase formation after as 
little as 1.5hr, with seemingly almost complete conversion after 15hr. Clearly, TOP speeds up the 
crystal transformation of ZB to W for this system. Unfortunately, it also enhances Ostwald 
Ripening resulting in a redshift of ~60nm in the optical spectra and visible solution color change 
from orange to maroon. In addition, the linewidth for the first excitonic absorption and emission 
feature dramatically increase (FWHMabs: 15nm vs ~30nm), suggesting an increase in nanocrystal 
size polydispersity.  
  
 
Figure 2.4 Monitoring the crystal phase evolution of ZB CdS/CdSe particles heated at 290°C (ODE), excess 
TOP with a) PXRD and B) UV-Vis. 
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 Thus, crystal phase conversion and Ostwald ripening are correlated. However, shell 
deposition prevents significant ripening. Due to the nature of Ostwald ripening (i.e. smaller 
particles dissolving while promoting the growth of larger particles), the net effect is a broadened 
size distribution.30 The size dispersity of the spherical quantum wells, however, does not increase 
much during the shell procedure (e.g. 6.19+/0.01, 8.9+/-0.1, 10.9+/-0.1, 19.0+/-0.2 Figure 2.14) 
suggesting that shelling suppresses any significant ripening processes. Similarly, the emission 
profiles maintain similar linewidths during shelling.  
 Since it is possible to make Wurtzite CdS at as low as 175°C,31 it is likely that the CdS shell 
deposits in the W phase and also templates the conversion of the cores. Of course, the cores also 
convert as a result of temperature alone (in addition to added phosphine) so it is difficult to 
deconvolute the effect of the shell. As mentioned in section 3.1 Mahler et al observe polytypism 
of SILAR grown CdSe/CdS.15 They claim that the polytypism is a result of either cores converting 
or the shell depositing in a different phase while the cores remain the same. Since they observe 
that the CdSe cores convert by themselves in the presence of amines, they conclude that it must 
be due only to the cores converting. The cores are immediately shelled once they reach 
temperature, however, so it is not clear that the shelling process can be ruled out in phase 
conversion. 
 
2.6 Brief synopsis of literature phase conversion of nanomaterials (emphasis on CdX) 
 Most of the inherent structural properties and reactivity of nanocrystals are size-
dependent, including crystal phase conversion.32–42 CdSe NCs, for example, show a distinct, size-
dependent W to Rock Salt (RS) phase conversion at elevated pressure (>2.0GPa).36 Smaller NCs 
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convert at a higher pressure than larger ones due to the higher surface phase energy of RS 
structures. In addition, the particles show hysteresis upon release of pressure and return to a 
mixture of W and ZB (without a significant change in particle size). The kinetics and 
thermodynamics have been well studied for this process32,33,35,39 and the mechanism of conversion 
has been modeled as a sequential sliding of 100 planes and overall particle compression.43,44   
 The ZB-W transition has been observed primarily with ligand exchanges and surfactant 
additions. Primary amines induce a size-dependent structural change ZB to W15 and contribute to 
varying extent of polytypism in SILAR-shelled CdSe/CdS particles with different CdSe core sizes. 
Ammonium salts45,46 are also observed to induce this transition, where increasing salt 
concentrations bias higher purity W. In many of these cases, Ostwald ripening is associated with 
phase conversion. For reference, the most stable crystal structure as determined from phase 
diagrams for CdS, CdSe, and CdTe is W, ZB, and ZB respectively.47,48 DFT calculations have also 
determined a low value DEW-ZB ~1.5meV/atom for CdX (X=S, Se), which explains the high 
propensity for polytypic structures.14 Nevertheless, W and ZB nanostructures have been 
synthesized for all three materials. 
 In general, there is a lack of ZB-W structural transformation studies for nanocrystals and 
perhaps, more importantly a lack of studies at synthetic relevant conditions (i.e. in solution, 200-
320°C, ambient pressure.) Phase conversion is at times observed as an unknown consequence of 
the synthetic conditions.49 It would be of value to understand this process and ultimately develop 
a distinct synthetic prep for reliably dictating nanocrystal structure: ZB, W or polytypic.  
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2.7 Using single component NCs (CdSe and CdS) as model systems to study 
fundamental properties of ZB-W nanocrystal phase conversion 
 To investigate the polytypic nature of the CdX heterostructures synthesized in Chapter I 
and study phase conversion in more depth, a series of ZB CdSe and CdS particles were synthesized 
and heated in solution. These particles are synthesized with rate controlled CdSe formation with 
selenoureas50 at 240°C to yield ZB CdSe particles with D = 3nm, 4.6nm and 5.6nm and CdS with 
D = 4.9nm and 6nm. Although the prep relies on precursor conversion kinetics to dictate final 
size, matching final diameter size for the two materials has to be done empirically, as it is difficult 
to find compounds with exactly matched conversion rates. The sizes for this study were chosen 
to mostly span the range of relevant sizes for each material and give relevant information for 
crystal phase conversion. Each sample was purified and characterized by PXRD and UV-Vis/PL. 
Figure 2.15 shows the stacked PXRD. All samples adopt the ZB phase (with no discernible WZ 
fraction) which is corroborated by the crystal-phase dependent E1 peak. (See section 3.3 for 
discussion of this peak) 
 Tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) was the solvent of choice for subsequent phase-
conversion reactions. Although the particles discussed above are synthesized in octadecene, the 
boiling point (315°C) limits the full range of synthetic temperatures at which W structures are 
synthesized (290-370°), and it polymerizes, complicating purification and obscuring diffraction 
peaks.51 The polymer appears as a broad peak at ~18° 2q (Figure 2.3, 2.4). TOPO is also used in 
most W syntheses and is easy to purify; it dissolves readily in acetone unlike the nanocrystals, 
thereby allowing simple purification by centrifugation. 
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Figure 2.5 Resulting crystal phase after heating the initial sizes of CdSe particles indicated above at 320°C 
(TOPO) for >~15hr. Bottom spectrum (3nm CdSe) was heated for 27hrs. See Figure 2.7 for a crystal phase 
evolution of this sample. Sharp peaks at ~11.7, 13.9, 19.5, 22, 25° are leftover TOPO.52 
 
Figure 2.6 Resulting crystal phase after heating the initial sizes of CdS particles indicated above at 320°C 
(TOPO) for >15hr. Top spectrum (6nm CdS) was heated for 17hr. 4.9nm CdS were heated separately for 22 
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hr (included for comparison with 6nm CdS) and for 27hr. See Figure 2.9 for a crystal phase evolution of this 
sample. Sharp peaks at ~19.5, 22, 31, 38° are leftover TOPO.52 
 CdSe and CdS NCs were heated at 320°C over the course of a day (16-27 hr) to induce a 
W crystal phase conversion. This temperature yields a W phase (Table 2.1). Figure 2.5 
demonstrates a clear size-dependence of phase transition for CdSe at 320°C. The sizes above 3nm 
show no discernible transformation. Once again, the phase transition for 3nm particles is 
accompanied by Ostwald ripening similar to that of the CdS/CdSe particles discussed in section 
2.5. The UV-Vis spectrum indicates an overall size increase to D ~ 5.5nm and increased 
polydispersity (FWHM increase, Figure 2.8). Monitoring the phase conversion process by PXRD 
(Figure 2.7) and UV-Vis (Figure 2.8) reveals that 1) ripening and phase conversion happen in as 
little as 30min and mostly likely start during the reaction heat up and 2) conversion does not go 
to completion (i.e. still yields polytypic particles, compare to Figure 2.11) even at 27hr. The CdSe 
particles that do not undergo conversion also do not ripen.  
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Figure 2.7 Crystal phase evolution of 3nm CdSe particles heated at 320°C (TOPO). Sharp peaks at ~19.5, 
22, 25° are leftover TOPO.52 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Ostwald ripening of 3nm CdSe particles heated at 320°C (TOPO).  
 
 The CdS particles, on the other hand, exhibit phase conversion at the larger sizes for which 
CdSe particles did not, D = 4.9nm and 6nm (Figure 2.6). Monitoring the 4.9nm CdS particles also 
demonstrates a fast Ostwald ripening process (in the span of the reaction heat up) with final 
corresponding size and dispersity increase to 9.2 +/- 2 nm (Figure 2.18). Interestingly, the crystal 
phase conversion occurs more gradually than for the 3nm CdSe particles, but does appear to go 
to completion in the same time frame.40 Since the size-dependence of phase conversion implies 
surface rearrangement and reactivity, a 3nm particle should be more reactive. The lower size 
threshold for phase conversion of CdS, however, corroborates the theoretical stability calculations 
of CdS, that W is the more thermodynamically favored crystal structure.48 
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Figure 2.9 Crystal phase evolution of 4.9nm CdS particles heated at 320°C (TOPO). Sharp peaks at ~19.5, 
22, 25, 29° are leftover TOPO.52 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Ostwald ripening of 4.9nm CdS particles heated at 320°C (TOPO).  
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 The size-dependent ZB-W transition trends of the CdS and CdSe samples discussed above 
can be put in context with theoretical calculations of DEW-ZB. Yeh et al demonstrate a linear 
correlation between DEW-ZB (meV/atom) and difference in Pauling Electronegativity of binary 
semiconductors.14 Large and small disparities in electronegativity (>1, <0.6) or larger hard or soft 
character of the anion, favor W and ZB respectively to a greater extent. Values that fall in between 
0.6 and 1, such as that for CdS and CdSe, show small bias towards one phase or another; CdS 
slightly favors W and CdSe favors ZB (-1.1meV/atom for CdS and ~ 1.4meV/atom for CdSe, 
compared to -20 for AlN and >10 for GaAs and GaP, negative value imply W bias). Thus, the 
DEW-ZB will be mostly dictated by size for CdS and CdSe. The data above suggests that for CdSe, 
DEW-ZB = 2.54eV (D=4.6nm, ~1800 atoms) is a sufficient energy gap to prevent conversion. (The 
phase conversion rxn were run at the same overall concentrations, so this value can be used to 
compare different reaction thresholds.) DEW-ZB = 0.71eV (D=3nm, ~500 atoms), on the other 
hand, is small enough to be overcome at 320°C. Performing the phase conversion experiments 
with a greater size range will help pinpoint the critical energy difference for transition for each 
material. In addition, it is of no surprise that all CdS sizes convert to W since it favors the W phase 
as a material. Smaller sizes do favor the transition less than larger size, however. If there was a 
method to convert W to ZB, then small CdS would be more likely to convert. Likewise, the 
conversion ZB to W conversion is more preferable for smaller sizes of CdSe even though CdSe 
favors ZB.  
 TOP does not facilitate a phase transition to W for 4.6nm CdSe particles. Since TOP 
speeds up and amplifies the conversion of CdS/CdSe particles that do not otherwise convert 
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significantly at 290°C (Figure 2.4), it would be reasonable to expect it to induce some amount of 
phase conversion in CdSe particles that do not otherwise convert. Heating a solution of 4.6nm 
CdSe particles at 290°C in excess TOP (amount equivalent to 2hr of shell deposition from SQW 
prep), shows no evidence of phase conversion both by PXRD and UV-Vis (Figure 2.7, 2.17). This 
could imply that the phase conversion is strictly size-dependent or that TOP is not enough of W 
influencing surfactant. 
 Excess Cd(oleate)2 does not prevent Ostwald ripening for 3nm CdSe particles. At 320°C, 
it is very likely that the equilibrium of surface ligand exchange is biased towards free ligand. This 
could render the surfaces more reactive and vulnerable to ripening. A simple idea towards 
mitigating ripening is to flood the system with excess surface ligand. Of course, preventing 
ripening will allow the development of a synthetic prep for ZB-W conversion. Excess equivalents 
(10, 100 per surface Cd(ol)2 relative to a maximum theoretical surface coverage of 5 ol/nm2, or 
~1000, 10,000 eq per NC), mitigate slightly but do not prevent ripening, reduced red shift of 
exciton absorption (Figure 2.20). Strangely, 10eq excess more effectively reduces it than 100eq. 
  The CdS/CdSe cores used for CU12a,b,c (Table 2.2) are ~3nm in diameter and mostly 
CdSe. While these cores do not phase convert much to W at 290°C without TOP (Figure 2.3), 
3nm CdSe does convert readily at 320°C. It would be valuable to compare the rate of conversion 
and ripening for these two processes at the same temperature with PDF. The CdS/CdSe cores 
for CU002 (Table 2.2) are ~4.2nm and also mostly CdSe. The conversion of these cores has not 
yet been monitored, but the final SQW particles (D = 19.2nm) appear mostly W. Since these cores 
are closer in size to the 4.6nm CdSe that do not convert, it would be interesting to determine if 
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the cores are actually converting or if the shelling process, which likely biases a W CdS shell, is 




 In conclusion, this study provides general insight into the crystal phase conversion ZB to 
W for CdX (X = S, Se) at synthetic conditions (in solution, 240-320°C). Most CdX nanostructures 
synthesized in the literature are polytypic in nature which prevents precise structure-function 
investigations. Crystal phase studies at synthetic conditions are also lacking. We find that the 
solution ZB to W transition at 320°C is size dependent and favors W for smaller sizes of CdSe 
(<4.6nm) and all sizes of CdS. We attribute this to the inherent, size-dependent DEW-ZB for the 
two systems. ZB-W conversion occurs for systems that either favor the W phase or when DEW-ZB 
is small enough. This size-dependence also implies a surface-driven reaction for phase conversion. 
Surfactants that could bind to the surface and promote surface rearrangement, like TOP, speed 
up the conversion process. In addition, crystal phase transition is always accompanied by Ostwald 
ripening unless there is an active particle shell growth preventing surface rearrangement. This 
makes the point that synthetic conditions must be carefully chosen to bias crystal phase (i.e. core 
particle size, surfactants, temperature) as well as for optical properties, solubility, etc. 
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2.9 Experimental details 
2.9.1 General Considerations. All reactions were run using standard air-free techniques and 
purification was done in air.   
Chemicals. Toluene (99.5%), methyl acetate (99%), hexanes (98.5%), acetone ($99.8%), 
acetonitrile (99.5%), tetramethylthiourea (98%), triethyl orthoformate (98%), trifuoroacetic 
anhydride (99%), tri-fluoroacetic acid (99%), oleic acid (99%) and selenium powder -100 mesh 
(99.99%) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used without purification. Cadmium oxide 
(99.99%) was obtained from Strem and used without further purification. 1-octadecene (90%) and 
tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (“tetraglyme”, 99%) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich, stirred 
with calcium hydride overnight, and distilled prior to use. Tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (99%) was 
obtained from Sigma Aldrich and purified by recrystallization in hot acetonitrile. 
Instrumentation. UV−vis−NIR spectra were obtained using a PerkinElmer Lambda 950 
spectrophotometer equipped with deuterium and halogen lamps. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
was measured on a PANalytical X'Pert Powder X-ray diffractometer. 
Precursor synthesis. Cadmium oleate, 1,3-diphenylimidazolidene-2-selenone, 3.0nm CdSe, 
1,3-diethylimidazolidene-2-selenone 4.6nm CdSe, 4.9nm CdS, 1,3-diethylimidazolidene-2-thione, 
and 6.0nm CdS was synthesized and purified with previously reported methods.53,50 5.6nm CdSe 
was synthesized utilizing these methods but with 1,3-dimesitylimidazolidene-2-selenone (Chapter 
III). 
 
2.9.2 General setup for phase conversion reactions (in ODE, 290°C). A 50mL 3-neck round 
bottom flask was charged with 5ml solution of  unpurified CdS/CdSe particles in octadecene (after 
synthesis at 10mM in total chalcogen, 2:8 S:Se), 10mL octadecene and stir bar. The solution was 
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heated at 290°C (with and without tri-n-octylphosphine ~30uL) and run for a desired amount of  
time. The resulting nanocrystal were purified by precipitation with ~20ml acetone and several 
dissolution/precipitation/centrifugation cycles with ~10ml toluene and ~30ml methyl acetate. 
 
 
2.9.3 General setup for phase conversion reactions (in TOPO, 320°C). A 3-neck round 
bottom flask is charged with 45nmol of  CdX NCs, 10ml (~8.8g) of  recrystallized TOPO in air, 
and stir bar. The contents were pumped in vacuo for ~30min, placed under Ar, and heated to 
320°C for the desired amount of  time. Aliquots were dissolved immediately in ~3ml acetone and 
centrifuged to isolate particles for PXRD analysis. Final reaction solutions were cooled to 80°C 
after which ~30ml of  isopropanol is added to flocculate the particles. The solution is centrifuged 
(7000rpm, 10min) and the solution is decanted and discarded. The resulting pellet is dissolved in 
~40ml acetone to yield a murky, opaque solution and is centrifuged once more. The solution is 





2.10 Additional Figures 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Simulated PXRD spectra for 3.5nm CdSe of a) pure ZB b) pure W c) W with one stacking fault 
and d) experimental spectra. Reprinted with permission from Murray, C. B.; Norris, D. J.; Bawendi, M. G. J. 







Figure 2.12 Stacked PXRD spectra of CdX (X=S, Se) heterostructures synthesized at 240°C. 
 
 
    A)         B) 
 
 
Figure 2.13 Steady state absorption spectra of CdSe nanoparticles before a) and after b) a Jacobian 
transformation, A(Energy) = -1239.84[A(l)/E2]. The black arrows indicate the location of the crystal-phase 









Figure 2.14   Transmission Electron Microscope images and relative size histograms of CU012a, CU012b, 
CU012c and CU002 from left to right. 
 
Figure 2.15 Stacked PXRD spectra of CdS and CdSe NCs synthesized at 240°C, used for phase conversion 
studies discussed in section 2.7. 
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Figure 2.16 Stacked UV-Vis spectra of CdS (6nm and 4.9nm – red traces) and CdSe (3nm and 4.6nm – blue 
traces) NCs synthesized at 240°C, used for phase conversion studies discussed in section 2.7. These traces are 
generated by performing a Jacobian transformation (Figure 2.13) of steady-state absorption spectra as a 
function of wavelength.  The dotted lines denote the respective ZB regions for the E1 peak (4.7-4.9eV for 
CdSe and ~5.4-5.5eV for CdS).  
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Figure 2.17 Stacked UV-Vis spectra of CdS (4.9nm – red trace) and CdSe (3nm, 4.6nm, 5.6nm – blue traces) 
NCs after heating at 320°C (TOPO)These traces are generated by performing a Jacobian transformation 
(Figure 2.13) of steady-state absorption spectra as a function of wavelength.  The dotted lines denote the 





Figure 2.18 TEM image (standard bright field, FFT) and size histogram of 4.9nm CdS particles heated at 
320°C (TOPO) for 22 hr.  
      
Figure 2.19    Resulting PXRD and UV-Vis (Jacobian) of 4.6nm CdSe particles heated at 320°C (TOPO) 
with excess TOP.  Vertical lines (4.7-4.9eV) denote E1 ZB region for CdSe.  
9.2  
+/- 1.9  
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Figure 2.20    Resulting PXRD and UV-Vis of 3nm CdSe particles heated at 320°C (TOPO) with excess 
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Designing molecular precursors with controlled conversion rate is now a well-accepted 
approach towards tuning nanocrystal diameter, size distribution, and compositional geometry.1–7  
The Owen group has spearheaded this effort by designing a library of chalcogenide precursors, 
whose kinetics of conversion to QDs is tuned by adjusting the molecular structure.8–11 These 
compounds offer a high degree of control over the outcome of QD synthesis, and afford the 
kinetics needed to control QD size and to adjust the grading of the sulfur/selenium interfaces in 
graded alloy QDs. Of course, the success of this method relies on having a wide range of 
conversion rates (i.e. a large library of precursors). The work in this chapter extends this effort by 
adding a class of substituted dihydro imidazole, imidazolidine and tetrahydro pyrimidine derived 
selenoureas.  
3.2 General synthesis of aryl substituted dihydro imidazole, imidazoliene and tetrahydro 
pyrimidine selenones 
All selenones were synthesized from modified literature preps by deprotonation of the 
corresponding halide salt with potassium tert-butoxide under the presence of excess selenium 
(Scheme 3.1).12,13,14,15,16 Crude products obtained after synthesis were dried in vacuo, extracted 
with dichloromethane, and recrystallized from hot dichloromethane/methanol or washed with 
pentane. Some alkyl substituted compounds were known to be air sensitive and purified in an 
inert atmosphere. Imidazolium salts were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and Alfa Aesar and used 
without further purification. Symmetric formamidines were synthesized by reacting a substituted 
aniline with triethylorthoformate at 160°C and further cyclized with dichloroethane at 120°C to 
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yield imidazolinium chloride salts.17 Tetrahydro pyrimidine derived salts were synthesized by 
refluxing substituted formamidines with diiodopropane in acetonitrile overnight.  
The reaction in scheme 3.1, usually ran to completion overnight (i.e. ~8-12hr), as 
evidenced by the disappearance of the respective halide salt proton at ~10-11ppm. Most of the 
resulting compounds were isolated as colored precipitates after purification. For the most part, 
these reactions were run ~0.5-1g scale to yield enough product for a few NC reactions (10mM in 
selenourea - ~20-30mg).  
 
Scheme 3.1 General synthesis of dihydro imidazole, imidazolidine and tetrahydro pyrmidine selenones. 
 
 
Scheme 3.2 Preparation of substituted imidazolinium chlorides.17 
 
 









n=1, R: tBu, iPr, cyc, Mes, Dipp, otol



































3.3 Synthesis of CdSe and monitoring NC formation kinetics 
All CdSe reactions were run at 10mM in selenourea in octadecene at 240°C to compare 
with other previously made compounds in the Owen lab (Scheme 3.4). Typically, a 3-neck round 
bottom is charged cadmium oleate (0.18 mmol), oleic acid (0.36mmol), octadecene (14.25ml) and 
stir bar in a nitrogen-filled glove box. Two equivalents of oleic acid are sufficient to maintain the 
stability of the cadmium oleate in solution at the reaction temperature. In the absence of oleic 
acid, the compound gradually decomposes to Cd metal and deposits a gray film around the sides 
of the flask. A 4ml vial is also loaded with the required amount of selenourea (0.15mmol) and 
tetraglyme (0.75ml) to make the injection solution. The three-neck flask is then transferred to a 
Schlenk line and heated to 240°C under Ar, after which the selenourea solution is swiftly injected 
into the flask. Due to the high crystallinity of the aryl substituted compounds, injection solutions 
in tetraglyme were usually heated at >100°C prior to injection. After the desired time, the 
nanocrystals are precipitated with acetone or isopropyl alcohol and centrifuged (7000rpm, 10min). 
The resulting pellet is dispersed in hexane (~50ml) and polymeric byproducts (Cd(ol)2, 
polymerized solvent, etc) are precipitated with acetone (~10-20ml). Due to longer reaction times, 
a significant amount of polymeric byproduct builds up in the flask. It can mostly be removed with 
a couple rounds of precipitation with acetone. The resulting NC solution is decanted, dried in 
vacuo and resuspended in ~20ml toluene. Three rounds of dissolution in toluene (~10mL) and 
precipitation with methyl acetate (~30ml) were sufficient to fully purify the NCs.  
 Approximately ~0.1 mL aliquots were taken from the reaction solution and suspended in 
3ml toluene. UV-vis absorption spectra were taken of the aliquots and the concentration of CdSe 
calculated from size-independent extinction coefficient at 350nm. The conversion and yield of 
CdSe was fit with a single exponent to extract a “reactivity exponent” (kE) as done previously for 
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this system.11 Note that this is not a first order conversion reaction rate since the experiments are 
not run under pseudo first order conditions. Relative kE values are listed in Table 1.  
 
Scheme 3.4 Hot-injection synthesis of CdSe nanocrystals from substituted dihydro imidazole, imidazolidine 
and tetrahydro pyrimidine selenones at 240°C. 
 
 
3.4 CdSe formation with Imidazolidene-2-selenones (SIRSe, SI = Saturated Imidazole, 
R= otol, Dipp, Mes) 
The Owen group has synthesized a variety of alkyl-substituted imidazolidine (and 
tetrahydro pyrimidine) selenones with appropriate precursor conversion rates for CdSe formation 
at 240°C.11  These compounds are made by heating a mixture of diamine, selenium and 
triethylorthoformate at 130°C. Although simple, this reaction generates a very strong and noxious 
odor (selenium byproducts) upon disassembling glassware. In addition, it relies on cheaply 
available, commercial diamines, which limits substitution scope due to the lack of availability of 
aryl diamines. The imidazolidine-2-selenones synthesized in this chapter aim to fill this gap in 
substitution variety. The synthesis of these compounds is adapted from a Grubbs prep of aryl-
substituted formamidines and imidazolinium chloride salts (Scheme 3.2), starting with the 
respective substituted anilines. A wide range of substituted anilines are available commercially. 













for more facile purification. In addition, they show no apparent air-sensitivity, unlike the alkyl 




Figure 3.1 Combined yield traces of SIotolSe and SIMesSe demonstrating the significant reduction 
in conversion rate with ortho substitutions. Yield for SIPhSe not shown.11 
 
Interestingly, ortho aryl substitutions decrease the kinetics of CdSe formation by several 
orders of magnitude. Compared to SIPhSe (kE = 2.0x10-2 s-1), for example, SIotolSe, converts 
~100 times more slowly (kE =1.11x10-4 s-1). This puts SIotolSe behind most alkyl substituted 
compounds (R = iPr, Me, Et, tBu) with kE 2x10-1-2x10-4 s-1.11 Substitution at both ortho positions 
results in a reduction of at least another two orders of magnitude in relative rate; kE (SIMesSe) = 








kE     ~         10-2                                                              10-4                                                               10-6s
-1 
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(Figure 3.1), making 2,6, substituted compounds the slowest cyclic selenones (for CdSe formation 
at 240°C) synthesized in the Owen lab to date. Due to the significant increase in length of some 
reactions, enough aliquots were collected to extract meaningful kE values without running to 
completion. In addition, there is a loss of nanocrystal colloidal stability (i.e. nanocrystal 
precipitation) beyond a size of D>6nm or labs>655nm which corresponds to an artificial 
reduction in yield (see last aliquots for SpymMesSe, SpymotolSe). All yield traces are fit prior to 
this occurrence.  
1,3-bis(2-isopropylphenyl)imidazolidine-2-selenone (SIiPrSe) strangely could not be 
isolated using the method from Scheme 3.1. This compound was ultimately synthesized with 
potassium carbonate and Se under reflux in ethanol (unpublished prep) to give a solution of 
diastereomers (two 77Se NMR peaks, similar to SIotolSe).  1,3-bis(2,6-
diisopropylphenyl)imidazolidine-2-selenone, however, could be easily isolated from Scheme 3.1. 
Unfortunately, injection proved too difficult due to its minimal solubility in tetraglyme.  
 
3.5 CdSe formation with dihydro-2H-imidazole-2-selenones (IRSe, I = imidazole, R= 
tBu, iPr, Cyc, Dipp, Mes) 
 The conversion of dihydro imidazole selenone compounds could not be fit satisfactorily 
with a single exponent (Figure 3.2). This may indicate that these compounds follow a different 
mechanism of conversion than imidazolidine precursors. In addition, the conversion yield appears 




Figure 3.2 Yield evolution for ICycSe, IiPrSe and IMesSe with single exponential fits.  
 
Comparing IRSe and SIRSe for R = Mes, 2,4,6-trimethylphenyl suggests that dihydro 
imidazole selenones convert more quickly than imidazolidines. As graphed, Figure 3.3 
demonstrates that IMesSe converts at about twice the rate of SIMesSe over the span of ~250 
minutes. SIMesSe, however, was run at twice the concentration (20mM in chalcogen) in order to 
obtain a kE value, so the rate disparity is even larger. Of course, this is only one compound 
comparison, and a series of SIRSe and IRSe with same R should be synthesized to establish this 
trend. 
 
Figure 3.3 Combined yield traces of IMesSe and SIMesSe with single exponential fits.  
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 The influence of sterics of the ortho aryl substituents can be seen between the rate of CdSe 
formation of the ortho substituted IMesSe compound and IDippSe (Dipp = (2,6-
diisopropylphenyl). There is no evidence of conversion for IDippSe within 4hrs (no increase in 
absorbance at 350nm, no exciton feature, and no visible reaction color change, Figure 3.4) while 
IMesSe has reached ~20% conversion in the same time period (Figure 3.3).  
 
IMesSe           IDippSe 
 
Figure 3.4 Monitoring extent of CdSe formation with UV-Vis spectroscopy for IMesSe (left) and IDippSe 
(right).  
Lastly, ItBuSe is anomalously reactive compared to ICycSe and IiPrSe and likely follows a 
different conversion mechanism than other compounds in this structure framework (Figure 3.5). 
This is similar to SItBuSe which does not follow a sterics - rate of conversion trend (SIRSe kE R: 
tBu>Me>Et>iPr).   
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Figure 3.5 Combined yield traces of ItBuSe, IiPrSe, and ICycSe.  
 
3.6 CdSe formation with tetrahydro pyrimidine-2(1H)-selenones (SpymRSe, Spym = 
saturated pyrimidine, R= Mes, otol, Xy – 2,4) 
 Tetrahydro pyrimidinium salts were synthesized by refluxing substituted formamidines and 
a slight excess of diodopropane in a suspension of K2CO3/acetonitrile (Scheme 3.3). This was 
based on a similar prep for pyrimidinium salts with dibromopropane. In our case, a switch to 
diiodopropane afforded a clean conversion to the product from the starting formamidine, whereas 
dibromopropane yielded no reaction for up to 23hr. (Figure 3.9, 3.10) All aryl-substituted 










kE     ~         10-4                                                              10-4                                                               10-5s-1 
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Figure 3.6 Combined yield traces for SpymotolSe (green), SpymXy(2,4)Se (orange) and SpymMesSe 
(magenta) with single exponential fits.  
 
 Aryl-substituted tetrahydro pyrimidine selenones further solidify the trend of reduced rate 
of CdSe formation with increasing substitution at the ortho aryl positions (see Figure 3.1, 3.4 for 
comparison). The reduction is not as pronounced in the tetrahydro pyrimidine compounds (only 
~one order of magnitude between ortho and 2,6 substitution vs over 2 orders of magnitude for 
imidazolidines). Furthermore, substitution at the 4-position has no effect on conversion rate; the 
yield and [CdSe] evolution for SpymotolSe and SpymXy(2,4)Se Xy= xylyl are almost identical 
(Figure 3.6).  
 A clear trend in conversion reactivity between tetrahydro pyrimidine and imidazolidine 
aryl substituted compounds cannot be established with the compounds synthesized. Figure 3.7 
shows the combined yield traces for the R = otol and Mes derivatives of SpymRSe and SIRSe. 
While SpymotolSe and SIotolSe convert almost identically, SIMesSe is slower to convert than 
SpymMesSe by >one order of magnitude (Table 3.1).  
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Figure 3.7 Combined yield traces for SpymotolSe (green), SIotolSe (blule), SpymMesSe (magenta), and 
SIMesSe (red) with single exponential fits. By the last yield point plotted for SpymotolSe, there is visible NC 
precipitation and the single exponential fit does not include this point. 
 
3.7 Discussion of aryl substituted cyclic selenone compounds 
The utility of aryl substituted cyclic selenones must be realized at higher synthetic 
temperatures. The slow rate of conversion is logistically unfeasible for most nanocrystal 
heterostructures as prolonged heating at elevated temperatures may cause precursor 
decomposition and particle Ostwald ripening. Although synthesizing large CdSe particles is useful 
in some applications, the final NC size is limited to 6nm as discussed in section 4.2 (see chapter 
II for a more in-depth discussion of the effect of synthetic conditions on crystal phase). 
Furthermore, the crystallinity of these compounds poses a challenge in finding suitable injection 
solvents. These compounds may afford rate control and more reasonable rates of conversion at 
Wurtzite relevant synthetic conditions (~290°-370°C). The higher temperatures of these reactions 
will also likely help with particle solubility. Nevertheless, the challenge of suitable injection 
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solvents remains. Higher molecular weight glymes (including tetraglyme) decompose at these 
temperatures. In addition, tri-n-octylphospine oxide, the solvent of choice for Wurtzite reactions, 
does not dissolve most chalcogenoureas up to 100°C. 
The increased steric influence of ortho aryl R groups implies that these compounds react 
by a mechanism involving Lewis acidic activation of the chalcogenourea prior to cleavage of the 
C=E bond. Thus, 2,6 aryl R groups on cyclic compounds are more directed toward the chalcogen 
and prevent efficient preequilibrium Lewis acid activation. Steric bulk near the Se atom in general, 
prompted either by the rigidity of the molecule and/or by bulk substituents, is a major predictor 
of rate of CdSe formation for chalcogenoureas. 
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3.8 Additional Tables/Figures 
 
Table 3.1 Summary of kE (“reactivitiy exponent”) values extracted from single exponential fits for all aryl 
substituted compounds synthesized in this chapter. aValues for IRSe compounds are approximate due to 
unsatisfactory fits. bAlkyl SIRSe compounds included for reference.11 
 
Compound Concentration kE 
ICycSe 10 2.47-5a 
IiPrSe 10 2.79-5a 
IMesSe 10 2.85e-5a 
IDippSe 10 No nucleation for 4 hr 
ItBuSe 10 Complete in <15min 
SIPhSe 10 1.98e-2b 
SIMeSe 10 3.30e-3b 
SIEtSe 10 1.30e-3b 
SItBuSe 10 7.37e-3b 
SIiPrSe 10 1.117e-4b 
SIMesSe 20 6.53e-6 
SIDippSe 10 -- 
SIotolSe 10 1.11e-4 
SpymMesSe 10 1.78e-5 
SpymotolSe 10 6.45e-5 
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Figure 3.9 Reaction of di(2-Me-Ph) formamidine (R= otol) with dibromopropane in K2CO3/MeCN 



































Figure 3.10 Reaction of di(2-Me-Ph) formamidine (R= otol) with diiodopropane in K2CO3/MeCN 




































































































































































































































































Figure 24. 1H NMR spectrum of 1,3-di-tert-butyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-imidazole-2-selenone. 
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4.1.1 General use of PbS and importance of surfaces 
   Nanocrystalline PbS has emerged as a promising infrared-light absorptive/emissive material 
in photovoltaic applications,1,2,3 infrared photodetectors,4,5 field effect transistors6 and light 
emitting diodes. Unlike its bulk counterpart, nanocrystalline PbS is primarily synthesized and 
processed in the solution phase allowing for low-temperature, large-area and low-cost thin film 
fabrication. Nanocrystalline materials have the added advantage of band gap tunability due to the 
quantum size effect.  
  The surface chemistry of nanocrystals is known to impact charge carrier mobility,7,8,9 a key 
parameter for device quality and performance. Shrinking any material down to the nanoscale 
increases the surface-to-volume ratio and thus the importance of the surface. At the nanoscale, 
the surface chemistry can dictate solubility, particle spacing, catalytic activity and optical 
absorption and emission efficiency (e.g. quantum yield, blinking, radiative recombination). Large-
scale, periodic arrangements, i.e. thin films of NCs further magnify these effects. Thus, 
understanding and controlling surface chemistry is an important step towards further improving 
NC device performance.  
 
4.1.2 Lack of systematic insight on surface property relationships for PbS 
There is a lack of systematic surface studies for PbS NCs. For example, although there is 
a general understanding that ligand exchange for shorter carboxylate, amine, thiol, or halide ligands 
increases electrical conductivity in thin films,10 and that ligand removal causes oriented 
attachment,11–14 the extent or mechanism of ligand exchange and removal is not well understood 
for these systems. In addition, ligand removal is sometimes done on liquid surfaces12 and 
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exchange15 is at times performed with a large excess of ligands, preventing precise quantification 
of exchange dynamics. 
The Owen group has thoroughly studied the ligand exchange chemistry for CdSe NCs.16–
19 These studies have illuminated several important surface-property relationships including the 
surface coverage dependence on optical emission,16,19 radiative rate and electron-doping.20 This 
chapter aims to extend this level of analysis to the surface of PbS NCs by studying the Z-type 
displacement of lead carboxylate and its effect on oriented attachment. 
 
4.2 Z-type displacement of lead oleate with Lewis Bases 
4.2.1 Oriented attachment with amines 
The surface of nanocrystals can be thought of as organometallic complexes with 
ligands.16,21 The Owen group has adopted Malcolm Greene’s covalent bond classification system 
to describe these types of ligands. Metal carboxylates are characterized as Lewis acidic, Z-type 
ligands that accept electron density from surface atoms, while anionic halides are X-type, one 
electron donors, and amines and phosphines are L-type, two electron donors. This is a convenient 
method for generalizing the types of reactions that occur on nanocrystal surfaces. As such, metal 
carboxylate removal is now understood to be an L-type promoted, Z-type process, whereby an L-
type ligand binds to a surface M(O2CR)2, desorbs as an L-M(O2CR)2 complex and leaves an empty 
selenium site. Note that the exact binding modes of surface ligands can only be inferred since the 
long hydrocarbon chains (e.g. R = C17H33, oleate) which impart nanocrystal solubility and colloidal 
stability also hinder crystallization of metal complexes.  
Anderson et al.16 extend the Z-type displacement chemistry of CdSe to PbX (X = S, Se) NCs, 
and observe a broadening of the first excitonic feature upon treatment with a chelating amine, 
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N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA), and nanocrystal purification. Since this is 
uncommon for CdX, we hypothesized that this observation could be due to either an increase in 
the homogenous linewidth22 or an increase in the polydispersity of the NC sample. Repeating the 
same procedure and imaging the NCs prior to and after amine treatment with Transmission 
Electron Microscopy demonstrates that the NCs are undergoing oriented attachment along the 
100 plane, linking the ensemble absorption width primarily to polydispersity. (Figure 4.1) 
 
   
 
Figure 4.1 Treatment of Pb(O2CR)2, (R = C17H33, oleate) capped PbS Nanocrystals with TMEDA. The red 
and green circles represent surface S and Pb atoms respectively. TEM image of 0.2M TMEDA treatment 
showing closeup of attached particles along 100 planes. Scale bar represents 20nm. 
 
Furthermore, amine concentration in solution dictates the extent of attachment. Reacting 
separate aliquots of the same PbS NC stock sln in toluene (600uL each of 400uM [NC] stock) 
with increasing amounts of TMEDA (1.8uL-1.840mL neat TMEDA, 0 to 5M in solution) yields 
increasing agglomeration after purification. The initial particles are quasi spherical with an average 
size of D ~3.5nm. At 0.02M of TMEDA or ~50 eq. per particle, the average crystal shape 
resembles a nanorod with a size of ~9.5nm, corresponding to an average of ~3 fused particles per 
rod. Above 0.2M or 100eq. per particle, the attachment becomes random, and large fused 






















51,000eq., Figure 4.3). The increased aggregation and polydispersity as well as the decrease of 
solubility is reflected in the UV-Vis-NIR spectra as a widening of the exciton full width half max 
(FWHM) and increased baseline absorbance. (Figure 4.2)  
 
Figure 4.2 UV-Vis-NIR spectra of separate aliquots (of the same stock PbS NC solution, D=3.5nm) 
treated with increasing amounts of TMEDA and purified to remove free ligand. 
 
Figure 4.3 TEM images of separate aliquots (of the same stock PbS NC solution treated) with a) 0M 
b) 0.02M c)0.2M d) 2M e) 3M and f) 5M TMEDA and purified to remove free ligand. 
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Oriented attachment is also observed after lead oleate displacement with primary amines 
(n-octylamine and n-dodecylamine) and tri-n-butylamine after purification (Figure 4.4), suggesting 
that attachment succeeding ligand removal is a general phenomenon with amine treatments. 
 
Figure 4.4. TEM images of 2M treatments of 3.5nm PbS NCs with 2M octylamine (left), 2M dodecylamine 
(middle) and 2M tributylamine (right). 
4.2.2 Z-type displacement with phosphines 
Surprisingly, treatment of PbS NCs with the softer, phosphine analogues of some of the 
amines mentioned above such as 1,2-Bis(dimethylphosphino)ethane (DMPE) and tri-n-butyl 
phosphine yields a nonbroadened excitonic feature (Figure 4.5) after purification, and effectively 
lowers the lead carboxylate ligand coverage. The NCs also remain separate particles, with no 
apparent evidence of fusing (Figure 4.6). In other words, the lead carboxylate coverage can be 
modulated with phosphines without inducing attachment. This is puzzling, given that ligand 
removal to expose bare facets is believed to be a prerequisite for oriented attachment. Ligand 






Figure 4.5. UV-Vis-NIR spectra of separate aliquots (of the same stock PbS NC solution, 
D=3.9nm) treated with increasing amounts of DMPE and purified to remove excess lead oleate
 
Figure 4.6 TEM images of separate aliquots (of one PbS NC solution) treated with increasing 
amounts of DMPE and purified to remove excess lead oleate. Final surface coverages: a) 3.3 ol/nm2, b) 2.48 
ol/nm2 c) 1.09 ol/nm2. 
 
4.3 Monitoring Z-type Displacement and oriented attachment in solution 
Purification of free ligand after Z-type displacement appears to be a necessary requirement 
for particle attachment. All ligand treatments mentioned above were characterized after 
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nanocrystal purification. To assess the effect of particle attachment in solution, purified PbS NCs 
(D = 4.2nm, [NC] = 286uM, [oleate] = 78mM, 4.8 ol/nm2) were titrated with TMEDA and 
aliquots were taken out for 1H NMR and UV-Vis-NIR characterization prior to purification. 
Interestingly, while the 1H NMR confirms ligand stripping in solution (i.e. growing sharper peak 
upfield of broad carboxylate vinyl proton peak), the excitonic feature does not broaden nearly as 
drastically as after purification. There is a FWHM increase of ~20nm from 0M to 5M TMEDA, 
which could suggest that some attachment is occurring, although minimal. The overall blueshift 
could also suggest surface etching.  A more complete picture of ligand displacement-induced 
oriented attachment could be represented by Scheme 4.1 below, whereby complete ligand removal 
is a crucial step for attachment.  
   
Figure 4.7 Monitoring TMEDA titration of 4.2nm PbS NCs with UV-Vis-NIR prior to purification. 
[TMEDA] 
M 
λmax (nm) FWHM 
(nm) 
0 1222 103.3 
0.02 1222 106 
0.2 1222 111.6 
2 1216 133.5 
3 1206 126.8 
5 1210 121.4 
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Scheme 4.1 Proposed mechanism of oriented attachment with ligand displacement and full ligand removal 
upon purification. 
 
Figure 4.8 Monitoring TMEDA titration of 4.2nm PbS NCs with 1H NMR (vinyl region) prior to 
purification. 
4.4 Lead oleate desorption  
Furthermore, lead oleate naturally desorbs from the surface of lead sulfide nanocrystals 
over time, and this desorption can be influenced by the concentration of NCs in solution. Figure 





















































(~50uM). The final 301x dilution roughly corresponds to that of a TEM sample of a stock 
solution. It is interesting that close to 50% of surface lead oleate desorbs from the surface of PbS 
NCs even when simply preparing a TEM sample. Once again, this confirms that ligand 
displacement/desorption is not a sufficient requirement for inducing oriented attachment.  
 
Scheme 4.2 Depiction of Lead Oleate Desorption upon NC dilution in toluene-d8. 
 
 








































 Lead oleate desorption can also be induced by temperature. Figure 4.10 demonstrates an 
experiment where purified PbS NCs were heated from room temperature (27°C) to 70°C in an 
NMR instrument and 1H NMR spectra were collected every 10°C. As the temperature increases, 
a shoulder peak develops on the vinyl peak (δ 5.68) and shifts to higher field similar to the 
desorption with dilution (Figure 4.9). Both observations are consistent with the development of 
free lead oleate in solution. In comparison to the desorption of Cd(oleate)2 from the surface of 
CdSe NCs, lead oleate appears more labile. The 60°C desorption spectrum for PbS NCs for 
example resembles that of the 130°C for CdSe NCs.  
 
 
Figure 4.10 1H NMR of in situ heating of purified PbS and CdSe NCs. 
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4.5 Z-type metal carboxylate displacement: comparison with CdSe  
  
              
Figure 4.11 1H NMR of in situ addition of TMEDA to PbS NCs (left) and CdSe NCs (right). 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
A TMEDA titration was done at similar [ligand] for PbS to compare to that previously 
done with CdSe. (Figure 4.11) This study illuminates a few key differences between the two 
systems. For one, due to the convolution of the two oleate environments, calculating a percentage 
of metal carboxylate ligand displaced by 1H NMR is challenging for PbS. In addition, the coupling 
pattern of free lead oleate is not visible, noting potential chemical exchange. We attribute the 
broad linewidth of ligands bound to the surface of the NCs to the slow tumbling of the large NCs 
compared to the smaller metal oleate molecules.23 However, excess cadmium oleate on the surface 
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1H NMR. This could indicate a faster surface ligand exchange or krebinding rate for TMEDA-
Pb(O2CR)2 than TMEDA-Cd(O2CR)2.  
  4.6 Metal carboxylate displacement effect on radiative rate 
We sought to test the effect of ligand coverage on the optical properties of PbS NCs. For 
CdSe, reducing ligand coverage results in dramatic loss of QY16, as well as a reduction in ensemble 
lifetime.20 This is believed to be directly correlated with exposure of under coordinated, surface 
Se atoms that act as hole traps and reduce the rate of radiative recombination. Due to the role of 
amines in facilitating oriented attachment, the nanocrystals were treated with increasing 
concentration of phosphine (in this case tri-n-butylphosphine) to tune coverage and prevent 
aggregation. Although more data points at lower coverages would be necessary to establish a full 
trend, it does seem evident that reducing surface coverage has a clear effect in reducing the average 
solution ensemble photoluminescence lifetime and thus increasing the rate of photoluminescence 
decay for PbS NCs, similar to CdSe.20   
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Figure 4.12 Time resolved photoluminescence lifetime as a function of lead oleate coverage on lead 
sulfide nanocrystals. 
4.7 Conclusions 
This chapter presents evidence for the generality of the oriented attachment of PbS NCs 
upon surface ligand displacement and removal with amines. Purification of displaced ligands is an 
important caveat to this process; without it, there is minimal oriented attachment if at all.  Ligand 
displacement with phosphines, on the other hand, reduces surface coverage while preventing 
oriented attachment. The defining difference in reactivity for these two classes of compounds is 
still unclear, but, nonetheless, allows for surface modification without attachment as a 
confounding factor, and thus for the investigations of surface-property relationships.  
Metal carboxylate desorption (in the absence of L-type displacement reagents) is a 
thermodynamically favorable process for PbS NCs that does not lead to oriented attachment. This 
process appears to be more favorable to PbS than CdSe. Furthermore, TMEDA promoted metal 
carboxylate displacement appears to be more of a dynamic ligand exchange process on the surface 
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of PbS than CdSe. Lastly, surface coverage modification with tri-n-butylphosphine reveals a 






4.8 Experimental Details 
4.8.1 General Considerations.  
All manipulations were performed under air-free conditions using standard Schlenk 
techniques under argon atmosphere or within a nitrogen-filled glovebox unless otherwise 
indicated. 
Chemicals. Acetonitrile (≥99.5%), isopropyl alcohol (≥99.5%) and methanol (≥99.8%) were 
obtained from Aldrich and used without further purification. 3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl 
isothiocyanate (98%) and dodecylamine (98%) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used 
without further purification. N,N’-diphenylthiourea (98%)  was obtained from Aldrich and used 
without further purification. Ferrocene (98%) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and purified by 
sublimation before use. Tetrachloroethylene (anhydrous, ≥99%), methyl acetate (99.5%, 
anhydrous), diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (“diglyme”, anhydrous, 99.5%) were obtained from 
Aldrich, transferred to a glovebox, shaken with activated alumina, filtered, and stored over 
activated 3 Å molecular sieves for 24h prior to use. 1-octene (99%) was obtained from Acros 
Organics, stirred with calcium hydride overnight, distilled and stored in a glovebox over activated 
3 Å molecular sieves for 24 h prior to use. 
Lead(II) oxide (99.999+%) was obtained from Strem or Alfa Aesar and used without  
further purification. Trifluoroacetic acid (99%) and trifluoroacetic anhydride (99%) were obtained 
from Aldrich and used without further purification. Oleic acid (99%) was obtained from Aldrich 
or Alfa Aesar, stored in a −20 °C freezer, and used without further purification. 
N,N,′N,′N-tetramethylethylene-1,2-diamine (TMEDA) (98%), tri-n-butylphosphine 
(99%), 1,2-Bis(dimethylphosphino)ethane (97%) were purchased from Strem or Aldrich and used 
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without further purification. Tri-n-butylamine (99%), n-octylamine (99%) were purchased from 
Sigma Aldrich and dried over CaH2, distilled, and stored in a nitrogen glovebox.  
Instrumentation. NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker 400, 500 MHz instruments. 1H 
NMR spectra were acquired with sufficient relaxation delay to allow complete relaxation between 
pulses (30 s). UV−Vis-NIR data were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 950 
spectrophotometer equipped with deuterium and tungsten halogen lamps and an InGaS detector. 
Samples for UV−Vis−NIR were dissolved in tetrachloroethylene and a blank with the same 
solvent mixture and concentration as the sample to be analyzed was used. Transmission Electron 
Microscope images were collected from a FEI Talos F200X. Time resolved photoluminescence 
measurements were conducted at the University of Toronto. 
Calculation of ligand and nanocrystal concentration. The concentration of oleate in a given 
nanocrystal sample is determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Purified nanocrystals are dried under 
vacuum and dissolved in anhydrous toluene. Ferrocene dissolved in benzene-d6 (10 µL, 0.05 M) 
was added to a known volume of the nanocrystal stock solution and used as an internal standard 
for 1H NMR spectroscopy. The concentration of ligands was determined relative to the internal 
ferrocene standard by integrating the ligand vinyl and ferrocene resonances and normalizing for 
the number of hydrogens, respectively (2:10).  
The concentration of nanocrystals was determined by UV−Vis-NIR absorbance 
spectroscopy. The molar concentration of PbS in these stock solutions was determined by diluting 
10−50 µL to a known volume with tetrachloroethylene and measuring the absorbance at λ = 400 
nm. At this wavelength, the extinction coefficient is independent of size:  




The wavelength of the lowest absorption maximum was used to determine the average 
nanocrystal diameter.2 Assuming the nanocrystals have a spherical shape and the molar volume of 
bulk PbS (0.0522903NA), the number of PbS units per nanocrystal was calculated from the 
nanocrystal diameter. The concentration of nanocrystals is determined by dividing the 
concentration of PbS by the number of PbS formula units per nanocrystal. The number of ligands 
per nanocrystal is determined by dividing the ligand concentration measured by 1H NMR by the 
nanocrystal concentration measured by UV−Vis−NIR and the ligand surface density is calculated 
by dividing the number of ligands per nanocrystal by the average surface area per nanocrystal. 
 
4.8.2 Synthesis of thiourea precursors and PbS Nanocrystals. Lead oleate and N-(3,5-
bistrifluoromethyl)Phenyl-N’-dodecyl thiourea were prepared according to Hendricks et al.24 PbS 
nanocrystals (labs = 1154nm, D=3.9nm) were prepared by injecting a solution of N-(3,5-
bistrifluoromethyl)Phenyl-N’-dodecyl thiourea (4.17mmol) dissolved in diglyme (5ml) into a 
solution of lead oleate (6.27mmol) dissolved in 1-octene (134ml) at 120°C. The reaction was run 
for 30s and purified with several rounds of dissolution with toluene, precipitation with methyl 
acetate and centrifugation according to previous methods.24 PbS NCs, D=4.2nm (N-(3,5-
bistrifluoromethyl)Phenyl-N’-dodecyl thiourea – 3.62mmol, lead oleate – 7.05mmol, diglyme - 
7.2ml, 1-octene – 136.8ml) and D = 3.5nm (N,N’-diphenylthiourea – 4.18mmol, lead oleate – 
6.27mmol, diglyme - 2ml, 1-octene – 81.6ml) were prepared with a similar method. 
 
4.8.3 Preparation of PbS NC samples with varying degrees of oriented attachment.   
In a nitrogen glove box, 600uL aliquots of a PbS NC solution in anhydrous toluene 
(300uM, D=3.5nm) were dispensed into six separate 20ml vials. To separate vials was added 0uL 
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(0M), 1.8uL (0.02M), 18.6uL (0.2M), 259uL (2m), 496uL (3M) and 1.84mL (5M) of neat TMEDA. 
Each solution was stirred for 15min, transferred to two 15mL falcon tubes, precipitated with 
~15ml methyl acetate and centrifuged (7000rpm, 10min). The resulting pellets were dissolved 
in~5ml toluene, precipitated with ~15ml methyl acetate and centrifuged once more. Resulting 
nanocrystals were dissolved in tetrachloroethylene for UV-Vis-NIR or toluene for TEM 
measurements. A similar procedure was followed for the 2M treatments with n-octylamine, n-
dodecylamine, and tri-n-butylamine. 
 
4.8.4 General preparation of PbS NCs with varying ligand coverages. To five 2.5mL aliquots 
of a 220uM, D = 3.9nm PbS NC stock solution was added separately 0uL, 9.2uL of neat DMPE 
diluted 100x with toluene, 9.2uL, 918uL, and 1ml neat DMPE and stirred for 10min. After this 
time, each solution was precipitated with 15mL methyl acetate, divided between two 15ml falcon 
tubes, and centrifuged for 6min at 7000rpm. Two purification cycles of dissolution in ~2mL 
tetrachloroethylene and precipitation with ~5-7ml methyl acetate followed by centrifugation was 
performed. Resulting nanocrystal pellets were dissolved in pentane temporarily and dried 
thoroughly to remove any excess solvent. Final nanocrystals were dissolved in anhydrous toluene 
to make a stock solution. Known volumes of this stock solution were dried in vacuo and dissolved 
in known amounts of tetrachloroethylene for UV-Vis-NIR or benzene-d6 for NMR 
measurements. Aliquots of stock solution in toluene were drop-cast unto a lacey carbon film on 
Cu grids for TEM measurements. 
 
4.8.5 TMEDA titration and in situ monitoring Six aliquots (500uL, 484uL, 470uL, 467uL, 
644uL, 1127uL) of D=4.2nm, 286uM stock solution of PbS NCs were placed in separate vials. 
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TMEDA was added to each vial to account for [TMEDA] concentrations of 0M, 0.02M, 0.2M, 
2M, 3M, and 5M. The solutions were stirred at room temperature for 15 min after which aliquots 
of desired volumes with the same [NC] were taken out of each vial for 1H NMR and UV-Vis-
NIR. 
 
4.8.6 Lead Oleate Desorption by dilution. Prepared seven separate JYoung tube solutions with 
varying dilutions of the initial D=4.2nm, 286uM stock solution of PbS NCs. The 1, 2/3 and 1/3 
dilutions were done in the same tube by adding 0uL, 300uL and 1.2mL toluene-d8 to 600uL of 
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